
Appendix A: Notional HRI Interface Redesign

Objective: Complete a geographical survey of an ocean region
Agent Human Robot

Description Expert operator on nearby boat Multi-robot system with anchors that manage localization 
and data relay and AUVs for data collection

Activities Monitor state of incoming data to ensure sufficient coverage of target area
Oversee robots; detect and respond to potential issues in operation Conduct seismic imaging survey of ocean region

Actions
Analyze incoming scientific data
Supervise state of AUVs to predict potential mission critical issues
Take direct control of individual AUVs to avoid potential problems (e.g., 
missed regions, collisions) using waypoints and operational controls

Anchors: coordinate operator-AUV data relay
AUVs: navigate between planned waypoints
AUVs: collect seismic imaging data
AUVs: respond to updated operator commands

Data Analysis 
Process

Knowledge
Will the robots collect all necessary data?
Will all robots successfully return to the boat?
Will operational challenges arise (dead batteries, full disks)?
Are robots adhering to planned routes?

Data Tasks

Find potential gaps in data coverage
Find relevant information about individual robot state
Synthesize data across robots to estimate coverage
Develop and maintain awareness of collected data
Develop and maintain awareness of robot formation
Monitor changes in overall data coverage
Identify anomalies in robot actions and overall performance
Make predictions about robot performance, available disk/battery, and 
survey completion
Make predictions about a robot’s current state based on prior information 
and time since last sync
Assess risks of adjusting robot’s path (collisions, inefficiencies, collection 
errors)
Assess risks of localization uncertainty

Autonomous 
Processes

Reasoning See original paper for details

Perception See original paper for details

(a) Deconstructing the WiMUST Interface using the data-centric HRI framework
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(b) Notional redesign without focus
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(c) Notional redesign with focus on F_54

Figure 1: We used our framework to deconstruct the WiMUST interface design described in Simetti et al. [7]. We used our
deconstruction to guide a notional redesign (Fig. 1f in the primary paper), described below.
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1 REDESIGN OVERVIEW
Our human-robot data flow framework allows interface designers
to systematically deconstruct a given design scenario according
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Figure 2: The original WiMUST interface from [7].

to the activities and needs of the human-robot team in working
with the target data. This appendix provides a brief example re-
garding how one might apply the framework to design a prototype
multirobot interface for scientific surveys based on the WiMUST
interface in Simetti et al. [7] and using techniques and principles
from data visualization. We note that this notional redesign is a
preliminary, speculative exercise based on the system tasks and
data inferred from Simetti et al. [7] and, as a result, may not pre-
cisely replicate the data and operational scenarios from the original
system (a comprehensive redesign would require cohesive, itera-
tive interaction among all stakeholders). We select this example
as it offers a rich and complex set of visualization challenges in
a data-centric application (surveying a region to collect scientific
data). Figure 1a summarizes the framework deconstruction.

In the WiMUST interface, operators supervise teams of robots
using tables to oversee robot state and a track-based interface to
monitor robot operation. We focus our redesign on two primary
Human Activities: monitoring the state of incoming data and
overseeing robot operation. Our notional redesign emulates the
target scenario by applying visualization principles to visually sum-
marize robot state, direct attention to information, and focus detail
on necessary information. Users can select individual robots in the
team to reveal more precise information about the robot on-demand
and issue commands to the system. The primary redesign consists
of a robot state dashboard (left) and a mission overview (right).

2 MONITOR INCOMING DATA
Monitoring incoming data requires that operators monitor data
quality in terms of coverage to assess completeness, find relevant
data such as coverage gaps, and make predictions about the like-
lihood of mission completion. The original interface emphasizes
precise details about the paths traversed by the AUV formation,
focusing on distinguishing between the paths followed by individ-
ual robots. However, if the mission focuses on seismic imaging of
the ocean floor, the visual clutter created by individual paths and
lack of information about the aperture of the collected data based
on ocean topography complicates assessing overall coverage. Our
redesign instead provides a concise overview of coverage using a
heatmap-style interface, where collected data is shown in grey. The
space indicated by the heatmap corresponds to the likely image

coverage based on the depth of the ocean floor and AUV at time of
collection (lower distances imply decreased image frustum width).

To help with assessing the future state of the data collection
activities, we encode the current position, available disk space,
and planned trajectory of each robot. Each robot is represented
as a circular glyph with its path shown as a trajectory line with
reduced opacity to manage clutter and a dotted line to indicate
incompleteness [1]. We additionally encode anchors using shape
to indicate a different category of device. We redundantly code
anchors using color, as in the original design, but opt to use a
neutral grey to help manage clutter and focus attention on the
AUVs used in data collection.

Depth and disk availability (originally in the table view) pro-
vide additional cues as to the robot’s location and likelihood of
mission completion. Depth is encoded as mark size, where marks
become smaller as the depth increases. The vertical “fill” of each
circular glyph encodes disk availability, allowing users to assess the
available disk in the context of the current state of data coverage
to better predict whether the robots have sufficient resources to
complete the mission. We choose to use the vertically filled glyphs
as they offer comparable accuracy to a traditional pie chart, but are
more robust for small and large amounts of fill [2, 8], which are
critical for making decisions near the end of the mission. Showing
depth and disk in the context of the mission visualization allows
analysts to have access to key aspects of mission state in context,
allowing for more holistic assessment and prediction.

3 SUPERVISE ROBOT OPERATION
Supervising robot operation requires careful attention to the mo-
tion profiles of the target formation. Specific Data Tasks include
identifying anomalies in each AUV’s motion profile, assessing risks
of collision or predicting deviations from the planned path to adjust
the path accordingly, finding information about disk availability and
battery, and monitoring data quality by supervising how frequently
each AUV syncs. While the original interface uses text labels to
distinguish robots precisely, we opt to use distinct colors optimizing
nameability and aesthetic preference generated using Colorgorical
[3]. Optimizing for nameability helps enhance the user’s ability to
distinguish between different robots while aesthetic functions help
manage clutter and visual dissonance. This color scheme allows us
to intuitively align robots across the two visualizations and to better
distinguish the predicted paths for each robot, indicated using the
trajectory-based representation in the original design.

We use the same color mapping in the state dashboard (left).
The dashboard pulls state information from the table to highlight
two key sets of relationships for monitoring operation: motion
profiles and data “freshness.” The original scenario notes that the
motion profile can help indicate challenges in maintaining the AUV
formation, specifically noting acceleration and velocity. In an ideal
configuration, all AUVs are moving at a consistent velocity with
little acceleration. We present the velocity for each robot as a dot
plot (middle), with the mean velocity indicated using a blue line.
Plotting acceleration against velocity would likely result in high
levels of overdraw, where points occlude one another [5]. While
techniques like splatterplots [5] can manage overdraw in systems
with larger numbers of points like swarms, we instead opt to encode



acceleration using a diverging color scale from ColorBrewer [4],
with blue indicating acceleration, red deceleration, and white no
change in speed. Users can, at a glance, determine whether robots
are moving towards a constant mean speed or if there are robots
accelerating away from the mean velocity of the system.

We additionally use a bar chart of time since last synchronization
to help people understand how “fresh” the represented data is in
order to reason about any uncertainty introduced by stale data. We
use a bar chart as it allows people to readily assess the mean while
also rapidly detecting outliers [9].

To support operators in detecting and responding to potential
failures with individual robots, such as full disk, low battery, po-
tential collisions, or missed regions, we allow operators to access
details about individual AUVs on demand in the control panel (up-
per left). Clicking on a robot in any of the windows will bring it
into focus, populating this window, highlighting the path in the
mission view, and revealing waypoints for direct control (e.g., F_54,
purple, is selected in Figure 1c). From this interface, operators can
inspect specific aspects of operation and use direct manipulation
[6] to click and drag waypoints to adjust the planned paths.
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